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of toxic goitre to the phenomena that can be produced experimentally
by stimulation of the sympathetic or the paras\nipathetic fibres of ihe
autonomic nervous system, and it has been suggested ttiat the con- .\ermus
stitutional factor is a disturbance of the normal fa-dance between thes>e lnihaia™e
two parts of the autonomic nervous system. It is tempting to speak of a
constitutional type that is liable to develop toxic goitre, but, until this
can be more clearly defined, it must be regarded as hypothetical.
As a result of animal experiments and of clinical and post-monera
observations on patients, the relations between the thyroid gland and the
adrenal glands and between the thyroid gland and the anterior lobe of Endocrine
the pituitary are being defined. From the anterior lobe of the pituitary ^at^
can be isolated a thyrotropic substance which produces in animals a
condition closely resembling that of toxic goitre, but it is not yet possible
to assess the aetiological importance of disturbances of this gland.
(3)—Pathology
The most characteristic pathological condition is a moderately enlarged
gland showing vascular engorgement and hypertrophy and hyperplasia Hypertrophy
of the cells lining the vesicles, which are almost empty of colloid and J™^ tofa
filled by the cellular elements (see Fig. 129). This appearance is character-
istic of the severely toxic case with exophthalmos in a young female
before the administration of iodine, but it is not so often seen now
that the use of iodine in treatment has become wide-spread.
Treatment by iodine causes involutionary changes, the storage of Involution
colloid, and a return towards the appearance seen in the normal or
resting gland. There are often collections of lymphocytes in the inter-
stitial tissues.
The pathological condition of the thyroid gland is found to vary Varieties
considerably from case to case, and there is none which can be regarded
as distinctive of toxic goitre. The gland may be very greatly enlarged or
may be small and fibrotic. It may be diffusely hyperplastic or resemble
that of diffuse colloid goitre. It may be nodular, and the nodules may
be cellular or colloid or show degenerative changes, cystic, haemorrhagic
or mucoid, or be calcified. It may extend substernally or be situated in
the mediastinum. The degree of abnormality in the macroscopic and
microscopic appearances of the gland cannot always be correlated with
the clinical severity of the disease.
Characteristic changes are not found in the other organs of the body. Changes
The ovaries, pituitary, adrenals, pancreas, and parathyroid glands often esew ere
show changes, either atrophic or liypertrophic, but none is constant.
Abnormalities in the thymus are more often recorded. The liver is said
to be poor in glycogen, and any changes found in the kidneys of fatal
cases are probably due to intercurrent inflammations or degenerations.
The heart may show slight or moderate dilatation and hypertrophy, Heart
but any marked changes are due to factors other than the thyroid disease,
such as arteriosclerosis, hypertension, or rheumatic valvular lesions. In
spite of the striking clinical disturbances of the heart in this disease it is
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